The new range of EMI photomultipliers with "SUPER" S-11 photocathodes will enhance your project performance. High quantum efficiency, (23/24%) high gain at relatively low overall voltage, and low dark current at the rated overall sensitivity are typical of these types. They maintain the EMI standard of excellent gain stability and linearity. The narrow spread in characteristics makes these types ideal for systems or for multiple installations. The table below gives the typical values for the significant parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dia.</th>
<th>Type No.</th>
<th>Amps/ Lumen</th>
<th>Volts/ Overall</th>
<th>Anode Dark Current</th>
<th>Nanocamps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2&quot;</td>
<td>9656R</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3&quot;</td>
<td>9708R</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>9531R</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4&quot;</td>
<td>9732R</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5&quot;</td>
<td>9709R</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the anode dark current is given for the overall voltage at the specified overall sensitivity. The maximum overall sensitivity is 10 times the values given above. Each tube is individually calibrated and data is supplied with the tube.

Send for our new 64 page catalog giving data and technical information on the complete range of EMI photomultipliers.

**MEETINGS**

**Radiation Biology of the Fetal and Juvenile Mammal**

In his introductory talk at a symposium on the radiation biology of the fetal and juvenile mammal, T. R. Noonan (University of Tennessee-AEC Agricultural Research Laboratory at Oak Ridge) traced the general development of this subject since 1953, when a major symposium was held in Oak Ridge on the effects of radiation on embryonic development. Research areas that were only beginning to be of interest at that time have since assumed major importance. Changes in approach by investigators became increasingly apparent as the symposium progressed.

The opening session was concerned with cross-placental transfer of radionuclides. There were several reports on quantitative measurements of this transfer, including papers on the dynamics of transfer and the relative ease of passage of related materials. Studies in which the radiation dose to the fetal animals was calculated after administration of radionuclides to the dams were reported. Sufficient information has become available for some nuclides to permit estimates of the radiation dose to the human fetus after exposure of pregnant women. In other studies, it was possible to separate the role of the fetus from that of the placenta.

The metabolism of inorganic elements by the neonatal organism and the changes that occur during maturation were considered. The accumulation of environmental 99Sr in the teeth of children was reported. Some of the factors affecting strontium retention in newborn swine were considered. Several workers reported on the comparative utilization of various alkaline earths and on age-related differences in the metabolism of a number of minerals, including cesium, cerium, and zinc.

Interest in the effects of continuous or fractionated radiation on the perinatal animal was evident in the session on radiation effects in the fetus. Related to this were papers on the effects of the continuous infusion of tritiated thymidine and on the role of dose rate. Studies on the neurological and behavioral effects of prenatal irradiation were reported, as well as effects on the heart, vascular system, gonads, and thyroid.

Papers on the long-term effects of radiation of the intrauterine or neonatal animal were presented at a session on perinatal radiation effects. A number of the factors that influence the response of the perinatal animal to radiation were discussed. Several reports, based on autoradiography studies, were presented on the effects of radiation on cell proliferation. The relation between age and radiosensitivity was studied by measuring the size and intrinsic sensitivity of the population of stem cells in the bone marrow of animals of various ages. Several groups reported differences in the radiosensitivity of various systems and organs in animals of different ages.

General aspects of the studies on the Marshall Islanders exposed to fallout were described by R. Conard (Brookhaven National Laboratory). More detailed results on the status of the children exposed in this incident were presented in a session in which the results observed in several irradiated human populations were considered. An analysis of the age factors in thyroid carcinogenesis in the Japanese populations exposed to the atomic blasts was presented. Other reports included a review of the progress in follow-up studies of children who received diagnostic x-rays during intrauterine life and a consideration of the importance of the latent period in the interpretation of the epidemiology of radiogenic cancer following exposure of the prenatal human. Recent changes in the rate of decline in the incidence of neonatal mortality and childhood leukemia were correlated with fallout from atomic weapons testing. A number of investigators took strong exception to the suggested correlation and thereby initiated a vigorous discussion as to the validity of the epidemiological approaches employed and of the interpretations.

In a session devoted to the effect of radiation on the immature central nervous system, the reports included determinations of the differential radiosensitivity of various anatomic and functional loci in the brain and studies of the fine structural changes observable by electron microscopy. Other investigators described the reproductive integrity of cells, as measured by thymidine incorporation, and cellular recovery, as measured by split-dose radiation techniques. A comparison was made of the effects of localized radiation and surgical ablation of localized areas of the cerebellum on the development of motor function. Several groups reported effects of radiation on the biochemistry of the brain, including changes in nucleic acids, enzymes, and lipids.
The final session, on mechanisms, commenced with a review of the molecular events which might be altered by radiation. This was followed by a consideration of the role of the hormonal environment on the radiosensitivity of oocytes and by several papers suggesting alterations of enzymes and of proteins as possible mechanisms for the differential radiosensitivity of the immature organism. The symposium ended with a discussion of the relative importance of radiation damage to inductor and competent tissues in the response of the embryo.

An increasing tendency toward quantitative experimentation and the impact of modern concepts in biology on the study of radiobiologic phenomena was particularly notable. It was evident that there is continuing effort to understand the mechanisms and processes of normal development underlying the many experiments with radiation and radioactive material.

The symposium was held in Richland, Washington, 5 to 8 May, under the sponsorship of the Battelle Memorial Institute Pacific Northwest Laboratories and the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. Approximately 150 scientists, representing 11 countries, participated in the meeting. Approximately 65 papers were selected from those submitted, to provide a coherent development of the field. The texts and related discussion are available as the Symposium Proceedings, from the Clearing House for Federal Science and Technological Information (National Bureau of Standards, Springfield, Va. 22151).

MELVIN R. SIKOV
Biology Department, Battelle Northwest, Richland, Washington 99352

Forthcoming Events

April

20–23. Southwestern Surgical Congr., Dallas, Tex. (J. A. Barney, 301 Pasteur Medical Bldg., Oklahoma City, Okla. 73103)

Students in general biology, zoology, botany, bacteriology need Bausch & Lomb full performance educational microscopes. Don't give them instruments that show only a third of the field in focus. Give them Bausch & Lomb full image flat fields that show them the whole area sharp and clear from edge to edge. This kind of optical performance teamed up with the mechanical excellence so typical of Bausch & Lomb speeds understanding, improving retention.

Get the full facts in our Educational Microscope Catalog, 20827, along with our free demonstration offer. Write today.

Bausch & Lomb, 20827 Bausch Street, Rochester, N.Y. 14602
Sherer controlled environment chambers also come in large, economy sizes

Need more controlled environment space for your research or testing work? In addition to being the leading producer of controlled environment chambers, Sherer also offers 15 basic models of environmental rooms. Sizes range from 6' x 8' to 12' x 16' and you can add as many sections as you need. (Height is standard at 8') If you need something a little different, Sherer will be happy to work with you in the custom designing of a special installation. You can depend on Sherer...the company that's been satisfying customers continuously for over 118 years. Why not let a Sherer man show you how much more you'll get with a Sherer Controlled Environment Room? Write for a complete product file, today.

Klett Summerson
Photoelectric Colorimeter

No. 800-3
Test Tube Model

KLETT COLONY MARKER and TALLY

This instrument takes the drudgery and error out of the counting of bacterial colonies.

Klett MANUFACTURING CO., INC.,
179 East 87th Street, New York, 28, N.Y.